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Abstract

In the present study� numerical simulations of the �ow in a three�dimensional axisymmet�

ric poppet valve are conducted using a vortex method� The �uids are assumed inviscid and

incompressible� The vibration of the poppet� supported by a spring and a dash pot� occurs in

the axial direction in some range of parameters� The numerical simulations are carried out by

varying systematically the parameters of the calculation� namely the supply pressure� the spring

constant� the mass of the poppet and the conical angle of the poppet� The process of jet �ow

development� the �uctuations of the valve lift and the velocity distributions in the valve are

investigated for the poppet vibrating�

� Introduction

At the present time� poppet valves are universally used as a control valve for hydraulic and pneu�
matic power applications� Because of the interest in the �ow inside the poppet valve� there have
been several studies of the �ow in the valve by numerical simulations �Itoh et al� ���� Tsukiji �	��
Vaughan et al� �
��� Ueno et al� �

��� In those investigations� the valve lift was constant or there
was no vibration of the poppet� Therefore� there has been only a small amount of information
about the unsteady �ow in presence of the vibration� The actual poppet valves sometimes vibrate
in unstable regions of the operation� In the present numerical simulation the poppet can move in
the axial direction because it is supported by a dash pot and a spring� Therefore the vibration
of the poppet occurs in some range of parameters� The authors have calculated the axisymmetric
unsteady �ow in the poppet valve using a vortex method �
�� In the present study the same �ow
�eld is simulated using the axisymmetric vortex method to investigate the in�uence of the param�
eters including the conical angle of the poppet on the �uctuations of the valve lift and the �ow in
the valve�

The modelling of two�dimensional shear layers by discrete vortices has been studied by many
researchers� In application to axisymmetric �ows� internal and external �ows� including jet �ows�
have been investigated using vortex methods �Acton �
�� Edwards and Morfey ���� Chung and Troutt
���� Bernardinis et al� ���� Giovannini and Gagnon ���� Koso ���� Shimizu ����� The results presented
in this paper are obtained using a similar method�

In the present simulation� the source in the inlet plane is represented by a series of concentric
rings of appropriate strength� The inlet boundary condition is satis�ed by using image vortices
together with a source disk of uniform strength per unit area� The boundary walls such as the
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poppet and the valve body are approximated by a large number of vortex ring elements� The
separated shear layer from the edge of the ori�ce is represented by an array of discrete elemental
ring vortices� Each vortex element moves under the in�uence of all the others� including the set of
image vortices and a source disk�

The process of jet �ow development� the �uctuations of the valve lift and the velocity distribu�
tions in the valve were investigated� by means of a vortex method� for the unsteady �ow when the
poppet moves or vibrates in the axial direction�

� Method of simulation

The axisymmetric poppet valve is shown in Fig� 
� The valve is a conical poppet with a sharp�edged
seat� In the present simulation� �ow passes through the valves in an outward direction and the
conical angles �� are �� and 
���

A schematic of the �ow simulation geometry of the part abcd in Fig� 
 is shown in Fig� �� The
inlet diameter is d� the radius of the valve chamber is rwall� the valve lift is h and the conical angle
is ��� The line IJK shows the poppet surface and the lines ABCD and EFGH show the wall of the
valve body� The annular jet is formed from the edges C� F into a still environment� The numerical
simulation starts with the moment that the �ow �rst leaves the edges and follows the development
of the ensuing jet� The continuous vortex sheet is represented by an array of discrete elemental
ring vortices� As each vortex element leaves the edges it is replaced at the edges by a new element�
The poppet surface IJK and the wall of the valve chamber ABCD and EFGH are represented by
the number of vortex rings located with equal spacing� The total number of ring elements is kept
constant �M� during the simulation� The source in the inlet plane DE is represented by a series
�L� of concentric source rings of appropriate strength� Image vortices and a source disk of uniform
strength are used to satisfy the imposition of the normal velocity and the inlet boundary�

As the axisymmetric jet is assumed� the �ow �eld ABCDOJI is used to explain the numerical
method�

The induced axial and radial velocities for the k�th vortex are given by
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where uvi and vvi are the axial and radial velocities induced by the vortices located on the surface
of the valve chamber and poppet ���� usi and vsi are the axial and radial velocities induced by
the sources located on the inlet plane� The superscript � shows the velocity induced by the image
vortices� �i and �wi show the strength of the vortices representing the shear layer� and the walls of
the poppet and the valve chamber� respectively� q is the strength of the concentric source ring on
the inlet plane�

The self�induced velocity of k�th vortex is given by
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where �k is the vortex strength� Ri is the radius of the vortex ring and the constant B is chosen
�
 which was used by Acton �
��

The �ow rate Q is determined by the strength of all concentric source rings�
Associated with a unit strength of each elemental vortex ring there is a velocity �eld� whose

axial and radial components at a point �x� y� are given by the following equations �Shimizu ����
Edwards �����

uv � Ri�RiJ � yG� ���

vv � �x�Xi�RiG ���

The axial and radial velocity components induced by a unit strength of concentric source ring
at a point �x� y� are respectively

us � �x�Xi�J ���

vs � �yJ �RiG� ���

where Xi is the axial coordinate of the vortex or source ring� Ri is the radius of the ring�
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and K�k�� E�k� are complete elliptic integrals of the �rst and second kind respectively� The values
K�k�� E�k� were calculated using the method presented by Koso ��� to reduce a computational
time�

The boundary conditions on the walls are given by

u �  �BC� �
��

v �  �AB�CD� �
��

up tan�� vp � U tan� �IJ� �
��

where U is the velocity of the poppet and up� vp are the velocity components in the x� y directions
on the boundary IJ�

The strength of the vortex ring �wi can be calculated by solving the simple simultaneous equa�
tions obtained from Eqs� 
� �� 
�� 
� and 
�� The vortex element at the edge C leaves for a �ow
�eld with an axial velocity component calculated by Eq� 
 and the vortex ring �i representing the
separated shear layer is introduced� The new axial and radial positions of each vortex ring can be
obtained to �rst�order approximation� Any of the vortices that approached closer than a value �
to the wall and �owed through the boundary AI are removed from the calculation� The removing
of vortices near the wall is due to the viscosity of the boundary layer near the wall� It does not
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happen frequently� The calculation is performed until the total number of vortex elements inside
the computational domain remains approximately constant�

The pressure distributions on the poppet were calculated using the unsteady Bernoulli�s equation

��

�t
�
V �

�
�
p

	
� f�t� �
��

where � is the velocity potential� V is the magnitude of the velocity� p is the pressure� t is the time
and 	 is the density� The pressure can be calculated using the equation obtained by di�erentiating
Eq� 
� with respect to the distance� The upstream pressure is assumed to be constant�

The equation of motion for the poppet is given by

F � m
��h

�t�
� cf

�h

�t
� kh �
��

where F is the force acting on the poppet� h is the valve lift� m is the mass of the poppet� cf is the
coe�cient of viscosity and k is the spring constant�

The numerical implementation proceeds for each time step as follows�


� Determine the strength of the vortex rings on the walls of the poppet and the valve chamber�

�� Calculate the pressure distribution using Eq� 
��

�� Calculate the force acting on the poppet by integrating the pressure distribution�

�� Move the poppet by calculating the valve lift at t��t using Eq� 
��

�� Introduce the vortex ring �i and advance the vortices in time�

�� Delete any vortices that approach closer than � to a wall or pass through the outlet boundary�

�� Return to step 
�

� Results and discussion

In the present calculation� L � ��M � ��� � � �
 mm� t � �� msec and the spacing of the vortex
elements on the wall is d
�� The values of d� rwall� � and AB were selected based on the interests
of practical applications in order to compare with experimental results� The following parameters
were used� d � 
 mm� rwall � � mm� � � �� and AB � � mm�

The values of the supply pressure pup� the spring constant k and the mass of the poppet m in
the present study are shown is Table I�

The viscosity coe�cient cf was evaluated from the clearance and the contact area between the
poppet and the valve body� As a result� cf � ����� Pa was chosen�

In the present calculation� it is assumed that the supply pressure pup is constant� Therefore�
after the steady �ow rate at a valve lift was given by experimental results� the �ow rate �the strength
of the concentric source ring q� at each calculation step was given in proportion to the valve lift�

The valve lift of the poppet in cases A�D of Table I are shown in Fig� � for �� � ��� The
poppet in the cases A and B vibrate near the valve lift h � � mm for t � 
 msec� In case A�
a transient response with overshoot can be seen� However almost no overshoot occurs in case B
because the mass of the poppet in case B is smaller than that in case A� Furthermore� the amplitude
of vibration in case B is larger than that in case A for t � 
� msec because of the same reason�
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Table I� Calculation parameters ��� � ��� 
���

Case Supply pressure pup �MPa� Spring constant k �N�cm� Valve mass m �kg�

A �
� ����	 ���

B �
� ����	 ��


C �
� 
�� ���

D �� ����	 ���

The poppet in the cases C and D vibrate near h � 
�� mm because the force acting on the poppet
in the direction to close the valve is large as compared with the cases A and B� The frequencies of
vibration of the poppet are 
 Hz and �� Hz for the cases C and D� respectively� and the natural
frequencies of the poppet for these cases are 	 Hz and �� Hz� respectively� Therefore� it is found
that the poppet in the cases C and D vibrate near their natural frequencies�

The trajectories of the vortex rings and the velocity vectors for case A are displayed in Fig� �
between t � � msec and t � � msec� The development of the starting free jet and the vortex
clusters formed by many vortex ring elements into a still environment can be seen� A large vortex
is also found in the �ow at t � � msec�

The valve lifts in the cases A and C at dimensional times from t � 
� msec to t � � msec
are shown in Figs� � and �� The circles O show the time when a vortex cluster is generated near
the valve seat and squares � show the time when a cluster reaches the outlet AI� In Figs� � and ��
the number of circlea is almost the same� however the time interval for the generation of a cluster
is not constant� The number of squares is smaller than that of circles in Fig� �� because of the
coalescence of the cluster� The process of coalescence of clusters is shown in Fig� ��

A magni�ed �gure of the valve lift in case A for 
� msec � t � � msec is shown in Fig� �
while the experimental results for the same case is shown in Fig� 	� The pro�les of the time variation
of the valve lifts are similar� However the amplitude of the variation of the experimental results is
smaller than the calculated ones because the viscous resistance in the actual poppet valve is large
as compared with the expected value in the present calculation�

The valve lifts of the poppet in cases A�D shown in Table I are shown in Fig� 
 for �� � 
���
It is found that the amplitude of the vibration for �� � 
�� is larger than that for �� � �� from
Figs� � and 
�

The trajectories of the vortex rings and the velocity vectors in case A are displayed in Fig� 


for �� � 
�� between t � � msec and t � � msec�

� Conclusion

In the present study� a numerical algorithm using a vortex method has been applied to the simu�
lation of the �ow in a three�dimensional axisymmetric poppet valve supported by a dash pot and
a spring� The process of jet �ow development� the �uctuations of the valve lift and the velocity
distributions in the valve were shown with the vibration of the poppet� The numerical simulation
were carried out by varying systematically the parameters of the calculation� namely the supply
pressure� the spring constant� the mass of the poppet and the conical angle of the poppet� The
e�ect of those parameters on the time variation of the valve lift and the formation of the vortex
cluster was investigated� It is found that the poppet vibrates near its natural frequency� Compari�
son of the time variations of the valve lift in case A has shown the di�erence between the numerical
and experimental results� This is probably related to the di�erence between the viscous resistance
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of the actual valve and the expected resistance in the calculation� Furthermore the poppet whose
conical angle is large vibrates with large amplitude�
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Figure 
� Poppet valve model�

Figure �� Flow simulation geometry�
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Figure �� Valve lifts ��� � ����
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Figure �� Trajectories of vortex ring and velocity vectors �Case A� �� � ����
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Figure �� Valve lifts �case A� �� � ����

Figure �� Valve lifts �case C� �� � ����
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Figure �� Trajectories of vortex rings �case C� �� � ����

Figure �� Valve lift �calculated result �Case A� �� � ����
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Figure 	� Valve lift �experimental result� �� � ����

Figure 
� Valve lifts ��� � 
����
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Figure 

� Trajectories of vortex ring and velocity vectors �Case A� �� � 
����
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